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Nipissing University offers several Graduate Studies programs that can prepare students for the
demands of today's job market. At Nipissing University, though, students learn much more than the
fundamentals of their chosen field. A Graduate Studies program also gives them the opportunity to
explore interdisciplinary concepts that make them high sought-after job candidates.

Nipissing University's School of Graduate Studies offers several programs to meet the needs of
students who want to enter challenging fields. Some of the most popular graduate studies degrees
include

PhD in Educational Sustainability

Maser of Environmental Sciences/Studies

Master of History

Master of Education

Master of Science Mathematics

Many students find that they get the most from their Graduate Studies degrees when they take an
interdisciplinary approach to preparing for their careers. A student enrolled in the Environmental
Sciences program, for instance, might benefit from taking courses in Science Mathematics that will
help them better understand the math behind environmental research. Students might also want to
pair courses in Education with their Environmental Studies classes. That way, they can learn
effective ways to explain environmental damage and sustainability to other people.

Earning a Graduate Studies Degree from a Liberal Arts University

Students enrolled at the School of Graduate Studies also have the advantage of receiving a liberal
arts education that reinforces critical thinking and communication skills. Many vocational programs
fail to teach students how they can apply critical thinking skills to their jobs and personal lives. This
leaves them at a disadvantage when they want to make career changes or they find that their fields
begin to change because of policy decisions or technological advancements.

Learning how to use critical thinking skills, however, helps graduate students at Nipissing University
stay flexible in their careers and approach problems from multiple perspectives. These are traits that
today's employers desperately need from workers.

A liberal arts education also teaches students how to communicate effectively. Programs in the
School of Graduate Studies encourage students to write clearly so they can present well-reasoned
arguments. Many of the programs also ask students to give oral presentations of their research.
This helps them develop public speaking and interpersonal communication skills that will benefit
them throughout the careers and personal lives.

Starting a Career after Graduate School

Nipissing University provides the skills that students need to succeed in competitive fields. Without a
liberal arts education that concentrates on core subjects while allowing students to explore
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interdisciplinary interests, graduates face a disadvantage when they start looking for jobs.
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Robin Tylor - About Author:
If you want to explore yourself and experience corporate work environment then you must get job
first and to get job you must have a  Graduate Studies Degree, So Earn a degree for your self in
your desired graduate program.
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